Sonamukhi College
Direct recruitment of LDC
Instruction(s) for candidates regarding written test
Venue : Lokepur High School, Bankura town
Read carefully
1) (a) Instruction(s): 1 page on the top (b) Question & Answer : only 1 page. Both to be
submitted after completion of exam by candidate or 12 noon whichever is earlier.
Total Duration of written test = 1Hour ( 11 am to 12 noon Date 20 Dec 2016)). Break
up of duration : First 10 minutes for reading, understating the instruction(s) and
checking of booklet by the candidate. 50 minutes for opening the booklet and rest
of the part.
2) All 25 questions are MCQ type. Total Marks = 25x2.
3) 4 options of answer against each question
4) Candidate will choose only one answer out of the 4 options. Each option has a box
to put tick

on the right side of answer

5) Candidate shall put tick mark
in the box according to their choice. Choosing
more than one option shall be treated as wrong answer.
6) Candidates are instructed to use only ball pen having blue ink or black ink.
7) Over writing or erasing of tick mark
is not permitted. It will be treated as wrong
answer.
8) For correct answer of each question: Award = 2 marks
9) For wrong answer, Overwrite on answer box, more than one answer i.e. tick mark
in the box of a question : Award = -1 (negative 1)
10) Roll No. must be clearly written by the candidate. Otherwise his/her answer paper
shall be considered cancelled.
11) Signature(s) must be done by the candidate on both instruction page & QuestionAnswer Page.
12) Adoption of any unfair means will lead to cancellation of candidates’s script.
13) List of Short listed candidates will be displayed after 1:00 pm on 20 Dec 2016.
14) Short listed candidates will appear in Computer ability test and interview
accordingly on the same day.
Principal
(no need of signature)

Copy to : www.sonamukhicollegebankura.com

